
 Dear Honors English II (American Literature and Composition) Student: 
 
Welcome!  I look forward to meeting all of you and getting to know you better throughout our year together in Honors 
English II. Our class has a different focus than English I, though with that year of intense study behind you, you will bring a 
level of insight and independence that is essential to our exploration of American Literature.  We will explore the development 
of the culture and literature of our country, with a bit of history and philosophy as well.   
 
As we progress through the year, we’ll study how the American Dream relates to historical forces, providing insight into 
ourselves as a nation of individuals.  Our summer reading assignment includes two American classics as a perfect start to this 
study. 
 
One, The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald, explores the pursuit of the American Dream.  Though its plot is accessible, this 
novel is remarkable in its use of language (metaphor, simile, description, imagery) and a close read will allow you to enjoy 
Fitzgerald’s poetic genius in this work of prose.  For example, the narrator clearly conveys Gatsby’s magnetism: 

 
He smiled understandingly--much more than understandingly.  It was one of those rare smiles with a quality of eternal 
reassurance in it, that you may come across four or five times in life.  It faced--or seemed to face--the whole external 
world for an instant, and then concentrated on you with an irresistible prejudice in your favor.  It understood you just 
so far as you wanted to be understood, believed you as you would like to believe in yourself, and assured you that it 
had precisely the impression of you that, at your best, you hoped to convey. (52-53)  

 
Jay Gatsby is one of the classic characters of American Literature. I hope you look forward to discovering the many secrets 
that this enigmatic millionaire is hiding.  
 
The second, Betty Smith’s A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, is a compelling coming-of-age novel set in New York during the early 
1900s, just before the era depicted in The Great Gatsby. Instead of focusing on the upper reaches of the wealthiest classes 
during the Roaring Twenties, Smith’s novel illustrates the plight of Irish immigrants in the city’s poorest neighborhoods. 
Though a bit lengthy, this novel is an engaging read and it will compare and contrast well with Fitzgerald’s classic novel. 
 
You may email me (joshaldrich@grcatholiccentral.org) if you can’t resolve one of your questions on your own, though I do 
not check my email daily in the summer.  These assignments are due in class at the beginning of the school year.  Make a new 
folder in your Google Drive to contain your notes, vocabulary, and written work so all of it will be easily accessible when we 
use it.  Have a restful summer, and I’ll see you in August, ready for a successful sophomore year.  
 
Mr. Aldrich 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Great Gatsby 

 

Before you read: 

Understanding the context of the novel will help you understand at a deeper level. It was written in l 925 and it 
captures the essence of “The Jazz Age,” the time after World War l when America was still considered 
youthful, a time of new possibilities and of forgetting the tragedies of the past. People spent lavishly, music was 
upbeat and contagious, and the musicians and “flappers” on the dance floor celebrated the freedom and spirit of 
the time. Prohibition didn’t keep those with cash from buying alcohol illegally from bootleggers who made their 
own or smuggled it from Canada. For this and other reasons, organized crime flourished and became legendary. 
The Great Gatsby is the story of both enormous success and dismal failure in this atmosphere. With that in 
mind, research some of the terms and concepts above (Scott Fitzgerald himself, the Jazz Age, Prohibition, 
Modernism, etc). Have your notes available in class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While you read: 

1. You will need access to the plot, characters, and settings later for deeper analysis. Take brief notes as you 
read, writing down at least key words and phrases as you go. Write down page numbers so you can find this 
information easily later for discussions and citaúons. The note-taking style you use is up to you. Notes will 
probably slow you down a bit, which is probably good for this kind of reading. Just try to be reasonable. An 
extra few minutes is worth it, but extra hours and hours are not. Bring your notes to class. 

2. The main challenge and joy of The Great Gatsby is Fitzgerald's style, which involves impressive and precise 
diction. To appreciate and understand it, some work with his vocabulary is necessary. Complete the following 
vocabulary pages and bring them to class. 

 

 

 

After you read: 

Answer ONE of the "Interpretation" and ONE of the "Critical" questions in the "Writing Assignments" section. 
For each, type an insightful 5-7 sentence paragraph. Be sure to keep a copy saved digitally.  



Vocabulary 
 

To help yourself really learn these words, try to figure out their meaning using context clues.  These sentences 
will also be useful in preparing for the vocabulary sections of the tests in the fall.  Next, guess the definitions 
using the matching section, but double check your answers with a dictionary. 

 Chapters 1 and 2: 

1.  This isn’t just an epigram--life is much more successfully looked at from a single window, after all. 

 

2.  Now he was a sturdy, straw haired man of thirty with a rather hard mouth and a supernìlìous manner. 

 

       3. She was only extemporizing but a stirring warmth flowed from her as if her heart was trying to come out  
           to you concealed in one of those breathless, thrilling words. 
 

       4. I knew now why her face was familiar-its pleasing contemptuous expression had looked out at 
           me from many rotogravure pictures of the sporting life at . . . Palm Beach. 
 

       5. Something was making him nibble at the edge of stale ideas as if his sturdy physical egotìsm 
           no longer nourished her peremptory heart. 
 

        6. Evidently some wild wag of an oculist set them there to fatten his practice . . . and then sank 
            down himself into eternal bììndness or forgot them and moved away. 

 

        7. The only building in sight was a small block of yellow brick sitting on the edge of the waste land, a sort  
             of compact Main Street ministering to it and contiguous to absolutely nothing. 
 

         8. The intense vitality that had been so remarkable in the garage was converted into impressive 
             hauteur. 
 

_____1. epigram A. dictatorial; offensively self-assured 

_____2. supercilious B. adjacent; sharing an edge 

_____3. extemporizing C. haughtiness in bearing and attitude 

_____4. rotogravure D.. printed material, such as a newspaper 

_____5. peremptory E. a short, witty poem expressing a single thought 

_____6. oculist F. feeling or showing haughty disdain 

_____7. contiguous G. a physician who treats diseases of the eyes 

_____8. hauteur H. to perform without prior preparation 

 



Chapter 3: 
 
1. On weekends, his Rolls-Royce became an omnibus, bearing parties to and from the city, 
between one in the morning and long past midnight, while his station wagon scampered like a brisk yellow bug 
to meet all trains. 
 
2. A momentary hush; the orchestra leader varies his rhythm for her and there is a burst of chatter as the 
erroneous news goes around that she is Gilda Gray‘s understudy from the "Follies." 
 
3. There were three married couples and Jordan's escort, a persistent undergraduate given to 
violent innuendo and obviously under the impression that sooner or later Jordan was going to yield to him her 
person, to a greater or lesser degree. 
 
4. When the "Jazz History of the World" was over girls were putting their heads on men's shoulders in a 
puppyish, convivial way, were swoonìng backward playfully into men’s arms. 

 

5. Eluding Jordan’s undergraduate who was new engaged in an obstetrical conversation with two chorus girls 
and who implored me to join him, I went inside. 

 

6. The tears coursed down her cheeks not freely, however, for when they came into contact with her heavily 
beaded eyelashes they assumed an inky color, and pursued the rest of theìr way in slow black rivulets. 

 

7. The caterwauling horns had reached a crescendo and I turned away and cut across lawn toward home. 

 

8. The bored haughty face îhat she turned to the world concealed somothìng--most affectations conceal               
something eventually, even though they don't in the beginning--and one day I found what it was. 

 

9. She wasn't able to endure being at a disadvantage, and given this I suppose she had begun dealing in                    
subterfuges when she was very young in order to keep that cool insolent smile turned to the world and yet                    
satisfy the demands of her jaunty body. 

 
_____ l. omnibus A. medical practice that deals with pregnant women  
_____ 2. erroneous B. a shrill, discordant sound 
_____ 3. innuendo C. a show, pretense or display 
_____ 4. convivial D. a small brook or stream 
_____ 5. obstetrical E. a long motor vehicle for passengers 
_____ 6. rìvulets F. merry; festive 
_____ 7. caterwauling G. mistaken 
_____ 8. affectations H. a deceptive stratagem or device 
_____ 9. subterfuges J. an indirect, derogatory in expression 



Chapters 4 and 5:  
 
1. It was a rich cream color, bright with nickel, swollen here and there in it monstrous length with triumphant 
hatboxes and supper-boxes and tool-boxes, and terraced with a labyrinth of windshields that mirrored a dozen 
suns.  
 
 
2. After that I lived like a young rajah in all the capitals of Europe--Paris, Venice, Rome--collecting jewels, 
chiefly rubies, big game, painting a little, things for myself only, and trying to forget something very sad that 
happened to me long ago. 
 
 
3. Gatsby took an arm of each of us and moved forward into the restaurant whereupon Mr. 
Wolfshiem swallowed a new sentence he was starting and lapsed into a somnambulatory abstraction. 
 

 

4. He’s quite a character around New York--a denizen of Broadway. 

 

5. The flowers were unnecessary, for at two a greenhouse arrived from Gatsby's with 
innumerable receptacles to contain it. 
 
 
6. After the house we were to see grounds and the swimming pool and the hydroplane and the midsummer 
flowers--but outside Gatsby's window it began to rain again so we stood in a row looking at the corrugated 
surface of the Sound. 
 
 
7. He was now decently clothed in a “sport-shirt" open at the neck, sneakers and duck trousers of a nebulous 
hue. 

 

 
_____ l. labyrinth A. to walk in a s1eep-like condition 

_____ 2. rajah B. containers that hold items 

_____ 3. somnambulatory C. into folds or parallel 

_____ 4. denizen D. cloudy, misty, or hazy  

_____ 5. receptacles E. prince, or chief in India or East Indies  

_____ 6. corrugated F. a intricate structure of interconnecting passages 

_____ 7. nebulous G. an inhabitant 

  



Chapters 6 and 7: 
 
1. He was a son of God - a phrase which, if it means anything, means just that-and he must be about His 
Father's Business, the service of a vast, vulgar and meretricious beauty. 
 
2. She was appalled by West Egg, this unprecedented "place" that Broadway had begotten upon a Long Island 
fishing village-appalled by its raw vigor that chafed under the old euphemisms. 
 
3. So the whole caravansary had fallen in like a card house at the disapproval in her eyes. 

 

4. The immediate contingency overtook him, puîled him back from the edge of the theoretical 
abyss. 
 
5. Her expression was curiously was an expression I had often seen on women's faces but on Myrtle Wilson's 
face it seemed purposeless and inexplicable until I realized that her eyes, wide with jealous terror, were not on 
Tom but on Jordan Baker, whom she took to be his wife. 
 

6. The transition from libertine to prig was so complete. 

 

7. The circle closed up again with a running murmur of expostulations; it was a minute before I 
could see anything at all. 
 
 
8. I walked back along the border of the lawn, traversed the gravel softly and tiptoed up the 
veranda steps. 
 
 
9. He put his hands in his coat pockets and turned back eagerly to his scrutiny of the house, as though my 
presenœ marred the sacredness of the vigil. 

 

_____1. meretricious A. difficult or impossible to explain or account for 

_____2. euphemisms B. close observation 

_____3. caravansary C. attracting attention in a vulgar manner 

_____4. contingency D. to dissuade or correct 

_____5. inexplicable E. a large inn 

_____6. libertine F. to travel or pass across or over 

_____7. expostulations G. possibility 

_____8. traversed H. one who acts without moral restraint 

_____9. scrutiny I. a vague statement substituted for one considered more blunt or offensive 

  



Chapters 8 and 9:  
 
l. ...and of romances that were not musty and laid away already in lavender but fresh and 
breathing and redolent. 

2. He looked at me anxiously as if he hoped I’d corroborate this. 

3. He stopped at the garage: for a pneumatic mattress that had amused his guests during the summer, and the 
chauffeur helped him pump it up. 

4. A new world, material without being real, where poor ghosts, breathing dreams like air, drifted 
fortuitously about...lîke that ashen, fantastic. figure gliding toward hìm throughout the amorphous trees. 
 
5. ...I thought the whole talk shortly would be served up in racy pasquinade--but Catherine, who 
might have said anything, didn’t say a word. [humorous, satirical piece; word not required for test] 
 
6. ...and then hasty addenda beneath: 
 
7. After a little while Mr. Gatz opened the door and came out, his mouth ajar, his face flushed slightly, his eyes 
leaking isolated and unpunctual tears.  
 
8. Then he went into the store to buy a pearl necklace--or perhaps only a pair of cuff buttons--rid of my 
provincial squeamishness forever. 
 
9. I went over and looked at that huge incoherent failure of a house once more. 
 
10. Its vanished trees, the trees that had made way for Gatsby's house, had once pandered in 
whispers to the last and greatest of' all human dreams; 
 
l1. ...face to face for the last time in history something commensurate to his capacity for 
wonder. 
 
 

_____ 1. redolent A.something added, especially a supplement to a book 
_____ 2. corroborate B. to act as a go-between in sexual intrigues 
_____ 3. pneumatic C. limited in perspective 

_____ 4. amorphous D. unable to îhink in a clear or orderly manner 
_____ 5. addenda E. corresponding in size or degree 
_____ 6 unpunctual F. to strengthen or support with other evidence 
_____ 7. provincial G. relating to air or other gases 
_____ 8. incoherent H. lacking form 
_____ 9. pandered I. late 
_____10. commensurate J. suggestive 

 



Writing Assignments (The Great Gatsby) 
 
Answer ONE of the "Interpretation" and ONE of the "Critical" questions. For both, type an insightful paragraph 
that’s BASED ON YOUR OWN IDEAS AND INSIGHTS. After all, there is often more than one correct 
answer, and even “incorrect” answers can bring about a deeper analysis. Be sure to keep a copy saved digitally. 
Be sure that the two questions you choose are different enough that you don't end up just repeating the same 
analysis. 

 

Interpretation: 

1. From what point of view is The Great Gatsby written, and what effect does that have on the 
story? 
 
2. Is the story of The Great Gatsby believable? Explain why or why not. 
 
3. Where is the:climax of the story? Explain your choice. 
 
4. Are the characters in The Great Gatsby stereotypes? If so, explain the usefulness of 
employing stereotypes in the novel. If they are not, explain how they merit individuality. 
 
5. What is the setting of the story? Could this story have been set in a different and place 
and still have the same effect? 
 
 

Critical: 
 
6.  Describe Gatbsy’s relationship with Daisy. 
7.  Are Gatsby’s actions believably motivated?  Explain why or why not. 
8.  Evaluate F. Scott Fitzgerald’s writing style.  How does it contribute to the value of the novel? 
9.  Compare and contrast Gatsby and Tom. 
10. Compare and contrast Daisy and Myrtle.  
11. Explain how F. Scott Fitzgerald uses the minor characters--Owl Eyes, Mr. Wolfshìem, Pammy, Michaelis, 
and George Wilson in the novel. What does each character add to the story? 

12. Explain how the title, The Great Gatsby, is appropriate. 

13. What is Nick’s role in Gatsby? What does he add to the story, and how would the story have been different 
without him? 

14. Who is responsible for Gatsby's death? Explain your choice. 

15. What was the importance of Myrtle’s death? How would the story have changed if she had not been killed? 

16. How was Nick different from Daisy, Tom and Jordan? 

17. Was Gatsby different from Daisy, Tom and Jordan? Explain your answer. 

18. Why do Daisy and Tom stay together?  



A Tree Grows in Brooklyn 

 

Before you read: 

Recall what you know about the early 1900s and what you might know about the immigrant experience of 
different ethnic groups at the turn of the century. This is the setting of A Tree Grows in Brooklyn. You may 
want to specifically research the experiences of Irish and Italian immigrants coming to America. Perhaps you 
can even trace back your family lineage to one of these immigrant stories. Also research the author Betty Smith. 
Keeping this information in mind as you read will help you understand the characters’ thoughts and 
interactions, and keeping in mind the setting and historical context in which Betty Smith was writing will help 
you understand some of her themes. 

 

 

 

 

While you read: 

1.  Knowing plot, characters, and settings later for deeper analysis and for testing will obviously help. 
However, our focus for this novel will be on symbolism and motif.  Take brief notes on potential 
symbolism and at least two motifs as you read, writing down at least key words and phrases as you go. 
Don’t worry about being “right.”  There are many good ideas and possibilities to be discussed; just keep 
track of your own impressions and ideas on repeated or seemingly important elements.  Record page 
numbers so you can easily find this information later for discussions and essay citations.  The 
note-taking style you use is up to you.  Notes might slow you down a bit, which is probably good for 
this kind of reading.  Just try to be reasonable and find a method/style of notes that works for you.  A 
few extra minutes is worth it, but extra hours and hours are not.  Bring your notes with you to class. 

 
Possible motifs to trace and record (at least two):  education (in and out of school), music,  
perseverance through hardship, gender roles, class and poverty...and many others. If you’re  
noticing one not on this list, you can trace that one instead. 
 

2. Francie has a rich and varied vocabulary. To appreciate and understand it, some work with it will 
help.  Complete the following vocabulary pages and bring them to class.  

 

After you read: 

Write a one-paragraph literary analysis paragraph (typed, MLA) that analyzes how one of ATGIB’s motifs 
helps reveal a theme.  Your paragraph should include a topic sentence that identifies the title, author, motif, and 
theme statement.  Then, it should include three quotations and/or examples embedded into the contextual 
information or analysis that relates to each quotation.  The paragraph should end with a summative sentence that 
relates the analysis back to the theme statement.  (This will be a long paragraph.)  Be sure this paragraph is 
saved digitally. 



 

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn:  Vocabulary #1 

 

Directions:  For each vocabulary word, write one sentence that pertains to the novel (a character, situation, etc.) 
that correctly uses the vocabulary word in a way that shows meaning.  On the quiz, you’ll need to be able to use 
words correctly in sentences. 

  

1.  tenement (n): an apartment building, usually in a low-income area 

  

  

2.  ragamuffin (n): a child whose appearance is messy and uncivilized 

  

  

3.  interminable (adj): long and dull with little sign of ending 

  

  

4.  premonition (n): a feeling about something that will happen in the future 

  

  

5.  vestibule (n): reception area or foyer 

  

  

6.  fetching (adj): attractive or pretty 

  

  

7.  bucolic (adj): of or in the countryside 

  

  

 8.  sprig (n): small shoot of a plant 

  

  

 9.  filigree (n): delicate detail on jewelry 

  



  

10.  (on the) dole (n):  unemployed and receiving benefits from the government 

  

 

11. prodigious (adj): impressively large, awesome 

  

  

12.  languorous (adj): sluggish 

  

  

13.  gallantly (adv): do something in a brave or heroic way 

  

  

14.  dubious (adj): skeptical 

  

  

15.  horde (n): a large unruly crowd 

  

  

16.  relegate (v): to demote or assign to a lower category 

  

  

17.  gratis (n): free, without cost 

  

  

18.  conjecture (n): speculation 

  

  

19.  surreptitious (adj): secretive  

  

  

20.  thwart (v): prevent (someone) from accomplishing something 

  



  

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn:  Vocabulary #2  

  

Directions:  For each vocabulary word, write one sentence that pertains to the novel (a character, situation, etc.) 
that correctly uses the vocabulary word in a way that shows meaning.  On the test, you’ll need to be able to use 
words correctly in sentences. 

  

1.  lull (v): to calm or send to sleep 

  

  

2.  putrid (adj): decaying with a foul odor 

  

  

3.  debonair (adj): sophisticated, charming  

  

  

 4. lament (v): to mourn 

  

  

5.  fastidious (adj): having exacting attention to detail 

  

  

 6.  contrite (adj): apologetic; feeling sincere regret for a misdeed 

  

  

7.  contorted (adj): twisted or misshapen  

  

  

8.  infinitesimal (adj): so small as to be irrelevant 

  

  

9.  contemptuous (adj): showing contempt, scornful 

  



  

 10.  poignant (adj): creating a feeling of sadness or empathy 

  

  

11.  vaudeville (n): variety show with comedic performances 

  

  

12.  mollify (v): to pacify or appease 

  

  

13.  matriculate (v): to enroll and pass through a school 

  

  

14.  munitions (n): collection of weapons  

  

  

15.  sachet (n): small perfumed bag  

  

  


